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The idea is straightforward: to use an approach based on successful renewable portfolio standard programs to incentivize the performance of clean energy resources during peak periods, when the costs and emissions associated with generating energy are high.

The potential benefits are significant. A Massachusetts report on energy storage found that 10% of annual hours, on average, account for 40% of annual spending on electricity.[1]

The Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources, or DOER, estimates that the state's new clean peak energy standard will provide hundreds of millions of dollars in ratepayer savings and reduce carbon dioxide emissions by hundreds of thousands of metric tons over 10 years.[2] But will the clean peak standard work?

To get this novel program right, the DOER engaged stakeholders in an extend process. The DOER's final regulations implementing the clean peak standard[3] went into effect on Aug. 7, two years after the program was enacted by the 2018 Act to Advance Clean Energy.[4]

There are many important details for a program intended to introduce a temporal component to a portfolio standard, such as setting resource eligibility requirements; defining peak periods; establishing how to value performance of different types of resources during different periods; crafting guardrails for certificate pricing; and deciding whether and how to implement utility procurements.

The DOER used the two-year development period to seek comment on specific questions;[5] retain a consultant to model the program;[6] present[7] and solicit comments[8] on a straw proposal; present a draft approach;[9] take additional comments;[10] and make some final regulatory tweaks.[11]

The program is rightly being touted as a first-of-its-kind policy,[12] an assessment that focuses on the regulatory strategy rather than the nitty-gritty of program details. That focus is warranted, because Massachusetts' clean peak standard is an exciting test of a new policy tool for dealing with an emerging second-order challenge associated with expanding renewable resource penetration.

Whereas a traditional renewable portfolio standard aims to increase the percentage of electricity demand met with generation from renewable resources without regard to when that generation occurs,
the clean peak standard recognizes that timing matters, and rewards performance that can be delivered when it provides the most benefits.

The clean peak standard is a step toward integrating intermittent renewable resources more fully into the energy supply, and reducing reliance on traditional generation resources to fill gaps when intermittent resources would not otherwise contribute.

In large part, the clean peak standard is about energy storage. It is no coincidence that the standard is being rolled out as energy storage systems are being rapidly deployed in Massachusetts and elsewhere, creating new opportunities to store renewably generated electricity and deliver it to the grid when it has the most value. Indeed, the Massachusetts standard is undoubtedly intended to spur this growing market.

Beyond the excitement of a new policy approach, anyone watching to see whether Massachusetts' new standard works should pay attention to the details. Whether the program achieves its goals will depend not just on whether the policy framework proves effective, but also on whether the DOER got the details right, such that a stable market forms with prices at a level sufficient to incentivize a response from the development community. Along with first-in-the-nation status comes the reality that the first implementation may not be perfect; some fine tuning may be needed.

The Clean Peak Standard

The basic design of the Massachusetts clean peak standard is familiar. Retail electricity suppliers in Massachusetts are required to procure a quantity of clean peak energy certificates equivalent to a minimum percentage of their sales.[13] That percentage starts at 1.5% in 2020, and is scheduled to increase by 1.5% each year, with provisions to increase more quickly if market supply exceeds demand.[14]

Retail electricity suppliers may obtain alternative compliance credits at a cost of $45 per credit through compliance year 2024, with costs declining thereafter, and mechanisms to speed that decline if the market is oversupplied.[15] There are provisions for banking credits for three years.[16] Unless extended by new legislation, the program will expire after 2050.[17]

While the basic structure mirrors a renewable portfolio standard, or RPS, the clean peak standard establishes resource eligibility differently, in order to target resources that can contribute to meeting demand during peak periods.[18] Four categories of resources are eligible:

- Resources qualified as Class I renewable generation units under Massachusetts' RPS program with a commercial operation date on or after Jan. 1, 2019;

- Resources qualified as Class I or Class II renewable generation units under Massachusetts' RPS program with a commercial operation date prior to Jan.1, 2019, that are co-located with a qualified energy storage system that meets certain criteria and has a commercial operation date on or after Jan. 1, 2019;

- Qualified energy storage systems that commence commercial operation on or after Jan. 1, 2019, and are
Co-located with certain RPS resources;
Contractually paired with certain RPS resources;
Charged during set periods intended to reflect periods of high renewable generation; or
Subject to operational schedules as part of their interconnection service agreements demonstrating that they "[serve] to resolve load flow or power quality concerns associated with intermittent renewable energy resources"; and

Nongeneration demand response resources that meet requirements set out in a DOER guideline. [19]

The Massachusetts clean peak standard’s most novel components are those meant to recognize the temporal value of meeting or reducing demand for electricity during certain periods. To reflect differing seasonal peaks, the DOER set separate seasonal peak periods, each four hours long, for spring, summer, fall and winter. [20]

Qualified clean peak resources generate clean peak energy certificates for performance during those periods, subject to certain multipliers, which can be combined and act to increase or decrease the quantity of certificates a resource generates. [21] For instance, performance in the summer or winter peak periods each have multipliers of 4, [22] meaning resources generate four times as many credits during those periods.

Performance in the spring and fall periods have a multiplier of 1, meaning no adjustment to the quantity of credits generated, and resilient facilities — sites where the resource can provide electricity in an external outage situation — have a multiplier of 1.5. [23]

Resources will also receive additional clean peak energy certificates for performance during the hour of actual monthly system peak demand, as opposed to the preset seasonal windows. Performance during that hour has a multiplier of 25. [24] Providing a relatively high incentive for resources to perform during actual peak periods is intended to encourage resources to "chase the peak" and perform at precisely the times most helpful for meeting peak demand. [25]

The DOER also uses multipliers to balance other interests, differentiating resources that predate the clean peak standard or that receive other forms of support. Accordingly, multipliers less than one reduce the number of credits generated by certain resources.

Resources with a commercial operation date before Jan. 1, 2019, have a multiplier of 0.1. [26] So-called contracted resources — those participating in the Solar Massachusetts Renewable Target, or SMART, program (a separate, tariff-based program for solar resources) [27] or holding long term contracts under certain other state laws (including certain contracts for offshore wind projects), have a multiplier of 0.01. [28] Energy storage systems colocated with solar resources participating in the SMART program have a multiplier of 0.3. [29]

The DOER left open the possibility of introducing a distribution circuit multiplier to reflect the distribution circuit-level locational value of resources. [30] Though no such multipliers are in place yet, the DOER issued a guidance document describing how it could implement such multipliers in the future. [31]

The final regulations for the clean peak standard also require each of the Massachusetts investor-owned electric distribution companies to procure clean peak energy certificates through a competitive
Those procurements will initially be designed to achieve 30% of the certificates needed to meet the standard for a given compliance year, but may be adjusted up or down based on the market supply of certificates. The Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities will separately review any contracts under this provision.

**What to Watch For**

Stakeholders are excited to see this new strategy in action. The idea behind the clean peak standard is compelling. The goal of incentivizing not just clean energy generation, but clean energy resources that can drive down reliance on other generation during peak periods is important to achieving the deep decarbonization goals many jurisdictions are adopting.

In the near term, whether Massachusetts' clean peak standard is perceived as achieving its goals may depend on whether the DOER got all of the details right. Commenters at the end of the regulatory process expressed concerns that the incentives provided by the program may not be sufficient to drive investment or even participation.

In particular, some commenters expressed concerns that certificate prices would be too low, or too uncertain, because of the lack of a price floor and an expectation that the level set for alternative compliance payments would prove low. With the uncertainty surrounding an untested policy in a field of rapid technological advancement, and the challenges associated with predicting the market for certificates, some commenters believed a price floor was important to give confidence in the value stream and support investment.

It is also possible that, with a proliferation of policies and market opportunities for energy storage, participation in other programs or markets will provide better returns and preclude or frustrate participation in the Massachusetts clean peak standard program. The DOER took some steps at the end of the regulatory process to address these concerns.

It did not adopt a price floor, but it did raise the alternative compliance payment level from $30 to $45. The DOER also stated that it believes the utility procurements will increase market stability. With the utility procurements still in development, it remains to be seen whether that mechanism will succeed in reducing uncertainty and supporting project development.

Regardless, even if the clean peak standard encounters initial challenges, the medium-term and long-term prospects for the standard could be bright. The details can be tweaked. A certificate price floor could be added. Alternative compliance costs could be raised. Multipliers could be adjusted. Peak periods could be realigned. Procurement procedures could be reevaluated.

The complexity and novelty of Massachusetts' clean peak standard may make it challenging to immediately finance and develop projects based on the standard alone. If the program encounters initial growing pains, the real test will be whether it can quickly adapt.

The DOER will be watching the program rollout closely, and is likely to step in if regulatory adjustments are necessary. If the program is ultimately successful, then other states, particularly those with high penetration of renewable resources, may adopt a similar approach — with the benefit of Massachusetts' experience to guide them.
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